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Founding members:

Welcome to this latest edition (July 2020) of the Silverstone Technology Cluster Newsletter, sent via one of
our key founding members, Silverstone Park.
For all the pressure and frustration that the COVID-19 situation and ‘lockdown’ has piled on the STC membership, I
genuinely believe our business network can be rightly proud about its conduct these past several months.
As you will read in this newsletter, there are numerous ‘feel-good’ stories of businesses and individuals wanting to
make a difference for the economy and society at large by applying their skills to wholly new areas of innovation.
It’s a network that is not deterred by the challenges that ‘change’ brings; in fact, it embraces it. The STC is, and has
always been, ‘pro-collaboration’ and these past few months have shown the power of this once again.
I believe that one of the outcomes of the pandemic is that the STC will end up being a more open and collaborative
community of engineering businesses, and I think this will be necessary in such turbulent times…
Of course COVID-19 has caused hardship, so it is important that each and every member knows that, whatever their
situation, we are 100% there to support them.
I hope we see you all at our planned Annual Conference in November. We’ve now revealed our first six speakers –
each with a refreshing and futuristic outlook – and I know we have more fantastic names to come. Watch this space!
It’s important we approach the future with a positive mindset and I am confident the Conference will help motivate
people to find positivity and new opportunities.
November will be a busy month for our members. Once again, the STC will host the scheduled Advanced
Engineering Show’s VIP Lounge with, complementing it, an expanded Innovation Zone to allow up to ten members
to showcase their businesses.

Finally, we would like to invite any members wishing to ‘take the lead’ with our on-line webinars to come forward.
These have proved hugely informative whilst also enabling guest speakers to promote their area of expertise. Please
do contact me via email pim@silverstonetechnologycluster.com
Pim van Baarsen
Chief Executive Officer
Silverstone Technology Cluster

PROFILE, GROWTH AGENDA, NETWORKING & THOUGHT LEADERSHIP

KWSP targets industrial scale manufacturing of new 'Respolab' face mask & shield
STC member KW Special Projects (KWSP) has partnered with Respolab to create what it believes is a revolutionary
new design in face mask and shield PPE systems.
Pending certification, KWSP MD Kieron Salter hopes the device will go into production on an industrial scale. Read
more...
Meanwhile, Respolab is one of a number of innovations in PPE/medical devices made by STC member businesses
in recent month – please see below.

STC's technology & data innovation
attracts partnership with Medilink East Midlands
Medilink East Midlands has become the second
significant industry sector body in as many months to
announce a new data and technical-driven partnership
with the Silverstone Technology Cluster. "We are really
impressed by the STC’s growth and profile inside just
four years," stated Medilink EM's Teresa Smith. Read
more...

STC names first six guest speakers
for re-scheduled Annual Conference
Fresh from some unintended national media attention,
Maytrix Group’s Hannah Ingram-Moore (pictured), Make
UK’s Charlotte Horobin, South Northants MP Andrea
Leadsom, Futures Forward Ltd’s Joana Lenkova,
ATOS’s Paul Cunningham and CIAMM’s Julian Moore
are all confirmed for November’s showcase event. Read
more...

Talks under way to investigate joint ventures

"Biggest and best" presence yet for STC

with Italian motorsport network RPM

members at 2020 Advanced Engineering Show

The STC and leading Italian motorsport technologies
network RPM are looking to develop potential new
sector opportunities between their members. RPM's
Riccardo Paterni said: “We are driven by very similar
values and purposes." Read more...

The Silverstone Technology Cluster will have its “biggest
and best” presence yet at this year’s Advanced
Engineering Show after agreeing once more to host the
event’s VIP Lounge whilst also expanding its Innovation
Zone there for member businesses. Read more...

'Supercluster' title will help Arc "break

Composites UK adds to STC's growing

down barriers and maximise opportunities"

number of influential industry partners

Silverstone Technology Cluster Chair Roz Bird has

Composites UK, the trade association for the UK

again pushed for the Oxford Cambridge Arc to be
named the UK’s ‘High-tech Supercluster’, whilst also
calling for young people to be included in its

composites industry, and the STC have become
reciprocal members of one another. "It’s great to be
partnered with an advanced engineering cluster to

development "so they aspire to be a part of it into the
future". Read more...

strengthen our links with UK industry," enthused
Composites UK's Charlotte White. Read more...

Make UK praises Silverstone
Technology Cluster's 'drive and spirit'

COVID-19 Response Team delivering
for Northants healthcare workers

Charlotte Horobin, Make UK’s Membership Director for
the Midlands and East England, has praised the STC’s

The STC’s ‘COVID-19 Response Team’ has helped to
source more than 50,000 items of personal protective

professionalism and the impact it has had in the hightech engineering and manufacturing industries. Read
more...

equipment (PPE) for healthcare workers across
Northants during the coronavirus outbreak. Read
more...

PROMOTION, MEMBERSHIP & SUCCESS

Mackart designs & 3D prints bespoke ventilator valve for hospital inside 24 hours
STC member Mackart Additive has successfully transferred its 3D printing skills in Formula 1 and aerospace to
produce a bespoke lifesaving valve in the treatment of COVID-19 patients within 24 hours of being commissioned.
The Lichfield business, more used to operating in aersopace and Formula 1, applied its engineering, design and 3D
printing know-how to swiftly produce the exhalation valve, which passed rigorous flow and pressure standards first
time. The component is being used in ventilators that treat patients with breathing difficulties at a hospital in
Blackburn. Read more...

Charpak develops innovative face
visor for major NHS foundation

STC collaboration's innovative
'Oxford Box' wins NHS trust's approval

STC member Charpak Ltd, based in Huntingdon, has
applied its expertise in bespoke plastics thermoforming

A new type of aerosol shield – designed by businesses
in the Silverstone Technology Cluster network – to

to produce an innovative face visor in collaboration with
a nationally recognised NHS hospital foundation. Read

improve the treatment of COVID-19 patients and safety
of clinical staff has been approved for use at a leading

more...

NHS trust. Read more...

STC publishes re-arranged
2020 events calendar

Goodfabs helps Stoke Mandeville Hospital
to get its venitlators working

Responding to delays caused by the COVID-19
situation, the STC has determinedly re-scheduled many

STC member Goodfabs in Aylesbury has also raced to
the aid of an NHS trust, Bucks Healthcare, during the

of its planned business events in 2020 for members –
including the first for its new Gender Equality & Diversity

COVID-19 crisis – stepping in to produce crucial oxygen
line connectors for ventilators after supplies from

Committee – between now and December. Read
more...

another manufacturer failed. Read more...

Online forum "a powerful resource of

STC plans to continue member

knowledge & information" for members

webinars beyond COVID-19 pandemic

In addition to ‘weekly webinars’ (see right), the STC has

STC members have now taken the lead in more than a

created an online forum for members to share ideas,
opportunities and services, and also socialise during the

dozen weekly webinars arranged by the Silverstone
Technology Cluster which are advising its business

COVID-19 pandemic. Read more...

network during the COVID-19 pandemic. Read more...
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